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IPCC AR4 WGI SPM

Climate changes, and related sea level rise     
already underway:

•Temperature

•Sea level

•Ice (glaciers) and snow

•Extreme heat(  ), cold(  )

•Rainstorm intensity and
drought (   )

•Tropical cyclones

•Ocean acidity



Focus on global mean sea level: 
Already rising, accelerating

GEO339 Class 9 3

~0.2m/C
= 2mm/yr

Current rate:
~3mm/yr

IPCC AR4 WGI 



Trends differ 
regionally, due to 
regional 
differences in 
thermal 
expansion, local
subsidence,
sedimentation, 
etc.

Trends
in total

sea
level

Trends
in 

thermal
expansion

AR4 WGI Ch 5



Problem: The World Is Warming, 
More Sea Level Rise to Come

IPCC AR4 SYR

Warming 
1900 - 1990

Future 
Warming 

Future
emissions



Unanticipated ice sheet contribution
to recent trend is worrisome 

6

AR4 TS

Leads to large uncertainty in future rise 



~7m

~5m ~60m
Continental 
Ice Sheets:

A large hazard



Nature/Vol. 419/12 September 2002, pg. 189

Last Interglacial (LIG): Poles 3-50C warmer....
Sea level 4-6m higher 

with 
Rates as high as 1m/century!

Could this really happen?



Terrain <6m
above

sea level:
BUT...

Would play out
over hundreds 

of years or more 



Even without
large ice-sheet 
contribution,
sea level rise of
~1 meter this
century 
could 
prove 
disastrous
in some regions

Courtesy J. Broadus



This is how we are preparing for the threat...

Courtesy Norm Psuty



Hoboken PATH station, 1992 Nor’easter



Flood line for storm + 2-4ft rise



Storm-flood risk for New Jersey



Infrastructure
at risk:

10-foot flood
line=100yr

return of flood

Rosenzweig, Cynhtia and William D. Solecki, Climate Change and
a Global City: The Potential Consequences of Climate 

Variability and Change, pg. 35, Columbia University 2001 



Westhampton Beach, NY, 
1992

Coastal mismanagement is the norm



Planned adaptation would 
make a big difference

Figure 1. Estimates of people flooded in coastal areas due to sea-
level rise, SRES socioeconomic scenario and protection response in 

the 2080s. (Source: IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, 2007)

Needs:
>> Rational planning
>> Avoiding perverse

incentives 
>> Thinking through

the politics
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